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ABSTRACT

The discrimination technique for estimating parameters ofGaussian
mixtures that is based on the Extended Baum-Welch transformations
(EBW) has had significant impact on the speech recognition commu-
nity. In this paper we introduce a general definition of a family of
EBW transformations that can be associated with a weighted sum of
updated and initial models. We compute a gradient steepnessmea-
surement for a family of EBW transformations that are applied to
functions of Gaussian mixtures and demonstrate the growth prop-
erty of these transformations. We consider EBW transformations of
discriminative functions in which EBW controlled parameters are
adapted to a gradient steepness measurement or to the likelihood of
the data given the model. We present experimental results that show
that adapted EBW transformations can significantly speed upesti-
mating parameters of Gaussian mixtures and give better decoding
results.

Index Terms— MMIE training, EBW transformations, gradient
steepness

1. INTRODUCTION

The EBW transformations [4] are one of variety of discriminative
training techniques ([11], [12], [4], [20]) to estimate model param-
eters of Gaussian mixtures. These transformations involvespecial
EBW parameters that control the growth of an objective function
that is being used to estimate model parameters of Gaussian mix-
tures (e.g. the Maximum Mutual Information (MMI)). Changing
EBW control parameters in one direction (in which training mod-
els changed less), guarantees that EBW transformations increase the
value of this objective function ([6], [7], [1]), but the training pro-
cess in this case requires many iterations and becomes very slow.
Otherwise, if these control parameters are changed in another direc-
tion, then the training becomes unstable. Previous effortsto opti-
mize control parameters to facilitate fast growth were successful on
relatively small speech tasks [19]. But in general, for large vocabu-
lary speech recognition tasks, unconstrained optimization of control
parameters in the objective function leads to overtrainingof the esti-
mated model. One of the ways to prevent overtraining is to introduce
constrained manifolds to which these control parameters belong, and
to optimize these parameters subject to these constraints ([9], [10]).
In this paper we suggest a method to adapt EBW control parame-
ters during discrimination training by evaluating how wellan initial
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model fits input data. If the initial model fits the input data bet-
ter (e.g. the likelihood of the data given the initial model is high)
then we impose fewer changes on the initial model via EBW trans-
formations. This is achieved by multiplying control parameters in
some representation of the EBW transformations by the likelihood
(as in [16]). We demonstrate improved perfomance of the adapted
EBW re-estimation over standard MMI training. We also considered
the EBW gradient steepness measurements introduced in ([14], [15])
that are required to estimate the new model via the EBW transfor-
mations. The gradient steepness is flatter if the data fits theinitial
model better when EBW transformations are applied. Therefore one
can adapt EBW transformations by multiplying EBW control param-
eters (in some system coordinate representation) by a factor that, for
example, is inversely proportional to the square root of a gradient
steepness measurement.

In the next section we define EBW transformations. In section3
we give a novel definition of a family of EBW transformations that
are convenient for introducing adapted EBW techniques. In section
4, using ([6], [7], [8]) we reproduce explicit formulas to measure the
gradient steepness. Section 5 suggests adapted EBW approaches;
the experiments performed are presented in section 6. Section 7 con-
cludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. EBW TRANSFORMATIONS

Let F (z) = F (zij) be some function in variablesz = (zij) and
cij = zij

δ
δzij

F (z).

2.1. Diagonal Gaussian mixture densities:

Let

zij = zi(µj , σj) =
1

(2π)1/2σj
e−(yi−µj)2/2σ2

j (1)

andyi is a sample of training data. EBW transformations for diago-
nal mixture densities are defined as the following.

µ̂j = µj(C) =

P

i∈I cijyi + Cµj
P

i∈I cij + C
(2)

σ̂2
j = σj(C)2 =

P

i∈I cijy
2
i + C(µ2

j + σj
2)

P

i∈I cij + C

−µj(C)2 (3)



2.2. Multidimensional multivariate Gaussian mixture densities:

Let

zij =
|Σj |

−1/2

(2π)n/2
e−1/2(yi−µj)T Σ−1

j (yi−µj) (4)

andyT
i = (yi1, ...yim) is a sample of training data. EBW transfor-

mations for multivariate Gaussian mixture densities are defined as
the following.

µ̂j = µj(C) =

P

i∈I cijyi + Cµj
P

i∈I cij + C
(5)

Σ̂j = Σj(C) =

P

i∈I cijyiy
T
i + C(µjµ

T
j + Σj)

P

i∈I cij + C

−µj(C)µj(C)T (6)

It was shown in ([6], [7]) that (2, 3, 5, 6) are growth transformations
for sufficiently largeC and a formula for the asymptotic growth is
derived. A slight generalization of these statements is given in Sec-
tion 4 below.

3. ASYMPTOTIC FAMILY OF EBW TRANSFORMATIONS

In this section we consider a different way to introduce transforma-
tions of Gaussian mixtures and show that they are in fact asymptoti-
cally equivalent to EBW transformations.

3.1. Diagonal Gaussian mixture densities:

Let {µ̃j} and{σ̃j} be solutions of the following equation:

X

i

zij
δF (z)

δzij

δ log zi(µ̃j , σ̃j)

δµ̃j
= 0 (7)

X

i

zij
δF (z)

δzij

δ log zi(µ̃j , σ̃j)

δσ̃j
= 0 (8)

(wherez is a function of{µj}, {σj} as defined in 1). Let us define
the following transformations for means and variances:

µ̄j(αj) = αj µ̃j + (1 − αj)µj (9)

σ̄2
j (αj) = αj σ̃

2
j + (1 − αj)σ

2
j (10)

where

αj =

P

i cij

C
For these transformations the following statement holds.

Theorem 1 Let
P

i cij 6= 0. If C → ∞ (or equivalently,αj → 0)
then transformations (2, 3) are asymptotically equivalentto (9, 10)
in the following sense. There exist a constantd such that for all
sufficiently largeC the following inequalities hold.

|µ̂j(C) − µ̄j(αj)| < d/C2 (11)

|σ̂j(C) − σ̄j(αj)| < d/C2 (12)

ProofFirst, one can easily show that

µ̃j =

P

i cijyi
P

i cij
(13)

and

σ̃2
j =

P

i cij(yi − µj)
2

P

i cij
(14)

Next,
µ̂j = µj(0)α̃j + µj(1 − α̃j) (15)

where

α̃j = α̃j(C) =

P

i cij
P

i cij + C

andµj(0) is defined as in (2) forC = 0. Statement (11) now follows
from the fact thatlimC→∞ C ∗ α̃j(C) = 1. Statement (12) follows
from (18) in [6].

3.2. Remark

Transformations
µ̄j(αj) + f(αj) (16)

σ̄2
j (αj) + g(αj) (17)

can be considered ”asymptotically equivalent” to EBW transforma-
tions for any functionsf, g such thatlimαj→0f(αj)/αj = 0 ,
limαj→0g(αj)/αj = 0 . The concept of asymptotically equiva-
lent EBW transformations could also be represented in the context
of weak-sense auxiliary functions [12].

4. GRADIENT STEEPNESS THEOREM FOR EBW
TRANSFORMATIONS

It was shown in [4] that EBW transformations are growth trans-
formations for sufficiently largeC when F is a rational function
of discrete parameters. Updated formulae (2, 3, 5, 6) for rational
functions of continuous parameters were obtained through discrete
probability approximation of Gaussian densities [11] and have been
widely used as an alternative to direct gradient-based optimization
approaches ([20], [18]). Using the linearization technique that was
originally presented in our IBM Research Reports [5] and in [6] for
diagonal Gaussian mixtures and in [7] for multidimensionalmulti-
variate Gaussian mixtures, we proved in [8] that transformations (2,
3, 5, 6) are growth transformations for largeC if functionsF obey
certain smoothness constraints. In what follows, we give a slightly
more general formulation of the growth transformation theorem. Let
ẑij = 1

(2π)1/2σj(Dj)
e−(yi−µj(Cj))2/2σj(Dj)2

Theorem 2 Let F ({zij}), i = 1...m, be differentiable atµj , σj

and
δF ({zij})

δzij
exist atzij . Let eitherµ̂j 6= µj or σ̂j 6= σj . Then for

sufficiently largeCj , Dj

F ({ẑij})−F ({zij}) =
X

j

(αjT
j
µ +βjT

j
σ)+

X

j

(o(αj)+ o(βj))

(18)
Whereαj = 1/Cj , βj = 1/Dj and

T j
µ =

[
P

i cij(yi − µj)]
2

σ2
j

> 0 (19)

T j
σ =

{
P

i cij [(yi − µj)
2 − σ2

j ]}2

2σ4
j

> 0 (20)

(Here o(ǫ) means thato(ǫ)/ǫ → 0 if ǫ → 0). In other words,
F ({ẑij}) grows proportionally to

P

j αjT
j
µ +

P

j βjT
j
σ for suffi-

ciently smallαj , βj > 0.

Proof The proof is similar to one that is given in [6] for Theorem 1
(in which it was assumed thatC = D). For details see [8].



4.1. Remark

A similar gradient steepness result, as seen in this theorem, can
be formulated for multidimensional multivariate Gaussianmixtures
(see [6], [8]).

4.2. Remark

If
P

j cij 6= 0 then one can represent (19, 20) as

T ′j
µ =

(µ̄j − µj)
2

σ2
j

> 0 (21)

T ′j
σ =

(σ̄2
j − σ2

j )2

2σ4
j

> 0 (22)

and

F ({ẑij})−F ({zij}) =
X

j

α′
jT

′j
µ+

X

j

β′
jT

′j
σ+

X

j

(o(α′
j)+o(β′

j))

(23)
whereα′

j = (
P

i cij)
2/Cj , β

′
j = (

P

i cij)
2/Dj . One can show

that (21 and 22) approximate mean and variance ”components”of
the KL-divergence between two Gaussians (for updated and initial
models). Therefore the gradient steepness measure can be used to
evaluate the closeness of updated models to initial models.These
metrics were used in ([14], [15], [16], [17]) for various speech tasks.
They also can be used to avoid overtraining in adapted EBW training
as discussed in the next section.

4.3. Remark

In section 3.1 let us connect models{µj , σ
2
j} and {µ̃j , σ̃

2
j } with

a line. Then the following cases for location of an updated model
(at whichF increases its value) can be considered: If

P

i cij > 0
then a stepαj > 0 and{µ̄j(αj), σ̄

2
j (αj)} lies on a segment that

connects{µj , σ
2
j} and{µ̃j , σ̃

2
j }. If

P

i cij < 0 then a stepαj <

0 and{µ̄j(αj), σ̄
2
j (αj)} lies outside of the segment that connects

{µj , σ
2
j} and {µ̃j , σ̃

2
j}. These cases correspond to cases in [10]

where a sign of a step along a gradient was chosen depending on
whetherF has the minimum or the maximum at{µ̃j , σ̃

2
j } .

5. ADAPTED EBW TRAINING

EBW control parameters in weighted sums of updated and initial
models could be required to belong to some constraint manifold (for
example, one can consider constraints that guarantee the following:
if speech segments were decoded correctly in one training iteration,
then they are decoded correctly in next training iterations(see for
details [9]). In adapted EBW training one can correlateα andβ in
(18) to Tµ andTσ. The idea is that when a gradient is less steep,
the initial models are closer to optimal ones and therefore higher
weights should be associated with these models. For example, one
can setα ∼ γ1/Tµ

r1 andβ ∼ γ2/Tσ
r2 . The caser1 = r2 = 1/2

was intensively studied in ([10]) where it was represented as con-
strained optimization. One can also consider associated with Tµ and
Tσ various gradient steepness metrics from ([16], [17]). Another
way to adapt EBW control parameters is to choose for each Gaus-
sian a value C that is proportional to the likelihood of this Gaussian
over training data. If this likelihood is low, then the initial model is
more changed when it is exposed to data during training. We will
describe experimental results usingC proportional to likelihood for
each Gaussian in the following section.

Iteration Test set
Training method

rt03 rt03 dev04f dev04f rt04 rt04
baseline mixed baseline mixed baseline mixed

0 13.0% 23.2% 20.5%
1 12.6% 12.3% 22.4% 21.5% 19.9% 18.9%
2 12.3% 21.8% 19.5%
3 12.3% 21.4% 19.1%
4 12.2% 21.3% 18.8%
5 12.3% 12.0% 21.1% 21.1% 18.7% 18.3%
7 12.1% 21.1% 18.4%
8 12.0% 21.0% 18.5%

Table 1. English WER on test sets rt03 (2:15 hours), dev04f (2:00
hours), rt04 (4:00 hours)

6. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we report results on a speaker independent English
broadcast news system. Discriminative baseline for training is done
with an acoustic weight of 0.1 and language model weight of 1.0, and
E = 2.0 for the baseline MMI (for backoff). The acoustic model
for the English system is trained on 450 hours of speech compris-
ing the 1996 and 1997 English Broadcast News Speech collections
and the English broadcast audio from TDT-4. Lightly-supervised
training was performed on the TDT-4 audio because only closed
captions were available. The recognition features are 40-dvectors
computed via an LDA+MLLT projection of 9 spliced frames of 19-
d PLP features. Utterance-based cepstral mean subtractionis used,
but no speaker adaptation. The model has 6000 quinphone context
dependent states and 250K Gaussians. The language model used to
build the decoding graph is trained on a 192M word corpus compris-
ing the 1996 and 1997 English Broadcast News Transcripts, the 1996
CSR Hub4 Language Model data, the EARS BN-03 English closed
captions, the English portion of TDT-4, and the GALE Y1Q1 and
Y1Q2 English closed captions. The final language model is 4-gram,
Kneser-Ney smoothed and has 3.2M n-grams. The vocabulary has
77K words with 1.08 variants per word. We use the test sets rt03,
dev04f and rt04 as defined for the English portion of the EARS pro-
gram, which after silence removal have lengths of 2:15, 2:00and
4:00 hours respectively. Table 1 describes experiments on test sets
in which we iterated baseline training with adapted EBW training for
1st and 5th iterations. Columns that are labeled astest name/baseline
(for example,rt04/baseline) contain results for baseline MMI train-
ing for 8 iterations (starting from a ML baseline). Each column la-
beled astest name/mixedrepresents two results. In a lineiteration
1 result of the application of an adapted EBW method to the ML
baseline is presented. These results show, for example, a single it-
eration inrt04 mixedachieved a WER of 18.9%, which is similar to
the WER ofrt04 baselinethat was achieved at the 4th iteration. In
other words, the first iteration of the adapted EBW training allows
to achieve decoding results that require 2-4 iterations of the base-
line traning. Next, in the lineiteration 5application of the adapted
EBW training to an output of a 4th baseline training are presented.
These results are slightly better or the same that were obtained with
8 iterations of the baseline training. We also tested what improve-
ment this adapted EBW method gives if it is applied consequently
in two iterations. The results are shown in table 2. As expected,
a second adapted EBW iteration on top of a first adapted EBW it-
eration produces less improvement in decoding accuracy. This can
be explained as follows: an adapted EBW transformation involves
a Gaussian specific control parameterC ∼ const + loglikelihood



Iteration Test set
Training method

rt03 dev04f rt04
adapted EBW adapted EBW adapted EBW

0 13.0% 23.2% 20.5%
1 12.3% 21.5% 18.9%
2 12.1% 21.3% 18.7%

Table 2. English WER on test sets rt03 (2:15 hours), dev04f (2:00
hours), rt04 (4:00 hours); adapted EWB training

whereconst = max|loglikelihood| − ǫ. Here maximum is com-
puted for all Gaussians and all training data andǫ is some small
integer number. ThereforeC is relatively small. This causes over-
training if this smallC is applied in consequent iterations. In order to
avoid overtraining in a consequent interation, one needs tomutilpy
C by some large constant. We run some preliminary experimentsfor
consequent iterations multiplyingC ∼ const + loglikelihood by a
factor that increases with each iteration and this helped toboost the
overall perfomance. Recently, a novel modified form of the MMI
objective function which gives improved results for discriminative
training was suggested in [13]. The modification includes (among
other things) implementation of the Extended Baum-Welch update
equations for MMI that cancels any shared part of the numerator and
denominator statistics on each frame. We have begun testingour
adapted EWB training with this modifed MMI training. Initial ex-
perimental results confirmed that the adapted EBW training can help
speed up MMI training and improve the overall performance. For
example, the modified MMI training in [13] achieves 17.3% WER
on the rt04 test set after the 4th iteration . But if we run only3 it-
erations of the modified MMI training and then apply the adapted
EBW transformations, we get WER 16.9%. Similarly, if we run the
adapted EWB in the first iteration in which it is applied to denomi-
nator statistics that are generated by the modified MMI then we get
WER 17.8% . This result is by 0.6% better absolutely than WER
that is obtained by using only the modified MMI training in thefirst
iteration.

7. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In the paper we considered a family of transformations that can be
associated with weighted sums of updated and initial models. We
showed that this family of transformations is asymptotically equiva-
lent to EWB transformations. This observation allowed us tocom-
pute gradient steepness for this family of transformations. We in-
troduced discriminative training in which EBW controlled param-
eters are adapted to gradient steepness or to the likelihoodof the
data given the initial model. We presented experimental results that
show that adapted EBW transformations can significantly speed up
training and improve the overall performance across diferent speech
tasks. We plan to continue to study EBW based training in which
EBW control parameters are correlated to gradient steepness along
”mean and variance directions.”
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